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Abstract

This bibliography contains references both directly and indirectly related to the quantitative recording of eye movements during the reading of English and certain foreign languages and has been compiled as an aid to those individuals interested in this field. It lists works which either were not cited by Taylor or were published since the appearance of his monograph.
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The recording of eye movements during reading is a technique which has been employed to investigate certain aspects of the reading process. This has been accomplished using optical, photo-electric, and electroculographic instruments among which are the E.D.L. Reading Eye Camera, the American Optical Company Ophthalm-O-Graph, and the Purdue University Electroculograph. A monograph pertaining to this particular area of research was published by Taylor (4) in 1966.

This bibliography contains references both directly and indirectly related to the quantitative recording of eye movements during the reading of English and certain foreign languages and has been compiled as an aid to those individuals interested in this field. It lists works which either were not cited by Taylor or were published since the appearance of his monograph.

These works have been divided into three categories: a) Books and Monographs, b) Journal Articles, Bulletins, and Reports, and c) Theses and Dissertations.

a) Books and Monographs


5. Gray, William S. The Teaching of Reading and Writing, An International Survey. Monographs on Fundamental Education,
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b) Journal Articles, Bulletins, and Reports


37. ———— "Changing Patterns of Eye Movement Among Students in Reading Classes and Composition-Literature Classes." In George B. Schick and Merrill M. May (Eds.), *The Psychology of Reading Behavior*. Yearbook of the National Reading Conference, 1969, 18, 38-41.


43. Tinker, Miles A. “The Uses and Limitations of Eye-movement Studies in Reading.” In George B. Schick and Merrill M. May (Eds.) The Psychology of Reading Behavior. Yearbook of the National Reading Conference, 1969, 18, 4-8.


c) Theses and Dissertations


70. Thompson, Kenneth L. "The Relationship of Eye Movements,


